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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 71
 
When the end-user browser tries to access the Home Page, it does not need Java because_______.
 

A.   the Java code will be downloaded to the browser if needed 
B.   the user is running the Java applications locally on his PC 
C. the applets are downloaded to the client as soon as the user makes the request for the report 
D. all of the processes are done by the servlets under the application server 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 72 
The following command is entered in the trendtimer.sched file: 3:00+5 - -
{DPIPE_HOME}/bin/keystats At what times will the command run? 

A.   3:05, 6:10, 9:15, 12:20, ? 
B.   every night at five minutes past three a.m. 
C. 3:05, 6:05, 9:05, ? 
D. every 3rd of the month at 5:00 a.m. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 73
 
OVPI trendtimer processes 'are' started in a Windows Operating System by using ________.
 

A. the executable /etc/rc.trendtimer_up  in the command line 
B.   the Services window, and starting the TREND timer process 
C. the command line: {DPIPE_HOME}\\bin\\trendtimer -s 
D. the command line: {DPIPE_HOME}/sbin/init.d/trendtimer start 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 74 
The following command is entered in trendtimer.sched: MONTH2+5:00 -- <cmd> At what time 
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will the command run? 

A.   At five a.m. in February. 
B.   The second day of the month at five a.m.. 
C. Every fifth day of the month in February. 
D. Every five hours in February. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 75
 
Which function does the OVPI Performance Manager (back-end database) perform?
 

A. storing, processing, aggregating and collecting network management data 
B.   aging, storing, processing and aggregating network performance data 
C. viewing reports, collecting data and aggregating network asset data 
D. maintaining database, processing data, collecting network performance data 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 76
 
What command is used to verify 'that' the application server is running on a UNIX platform.
 

A.  ps -ef | grep timer 
B.  ps -ef | grep jrun piweb 
C. ps -ef | grep app_server 
D. ps -ef | grep OV 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 77
 
In UNIX, OVPI environment variables are set by running what file? Select TWO.
 

A.   csh $DPIPE_HOME/data/.Cshrc 
B. registry file 
C. %SystemRoot%\\system32\\cmd.exe 
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D. csh $DPIPE_HOME/data/.Profile 
E. /etc/trend.conf 

Answer: A, D 

QUESTION: 78 
What is the process responsible for converting the collected data to usable reportable data used by 
OVPI? 

A.   trendsum 
B. raw2rate 
C. raw2delta 
D. rawtodelta 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 79
 
What is the file extension for hourly roll up script files?
 

A. .teel 
B.  .def 
C. .hour 
D. .sum 
E. .pro 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 80
 
Which environment variable points to the directory where cached data is stored?
 

A.   DPIPE_HOME 
B.   COLLECT_HOME 
C. DS_QUERY 
D. COLLECTOR 

Answer: B 
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